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“Making and Keeping Friends!” 
Mr. Rauschenberger 

 

This week in your child’s first guidance classroom lesson of the year, we focused 
on our positive traits and how they carry over to our friendships.  We began by 
discussing what we look for in a true friend.  Someone who is: 

� Loyal 
� Trustworthy 
� Fun to Be Around 
� Honest 
� Will Stick Up For Us if We Are the Target of Bullying 

 
The connection was made that healthy friendships will often lead to a strong 
personal self-esteem.  Next, students listened to the story, The Star Belly 
Sneetches by Dr. Seuss.  The story centers on one of the Sneeches never feeling 
that he fits in.  He finds himself always “following the crowd” but still never 
feelings fully accepted by his peers.  Only until he is able to “be himself” and not 
try to please other people by changing who is is, do friendships finally find him.  
After reading the story, students shared any similar experiences they may have 
had in their own lives.   
 
This story led to a nice discussion of our own positive traits and what qualities 
makes us each unique.  Children were given a list of “Positive Attributes.” 
Students were asked to identify any describing words that accurately expressed 
themselves.  Students were then asked to narrow down their list to the 5 words 
that best described each of us.  Students wrote these 5 words on their “Give 
Yourself a Hand” sheet.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



For the next part of the lesson, children were shown Mr. Rauschenberger’s 
“Friendship Toolbox.”  This was revisiting a fun Guidance lesson that the children 
were taught about friendship.  Several items from the toolbox were shown and, 
with a partner, children tried to determine which friendship trait matched which 
item in the toolbox.  Children were shown the following items and asked to draw 
them on a sheet of paper and then write down what friendship trait they were 
teaching. These items were: 
 

� Rubber Band    Loyalty 
� Glue     Understanding 
� Ruler     Fairness 
� Band-Aid    Judgment  
� Mirror     Flexibility 
� Dice     Self-Esteem 

 
Children had fun drawing, matching up and discussing what each of these 
toolbox items can teach us about friendship.    
 
Next, children had fun discussing and practicing friendship skills through the 
game, “What Would a Friend Do?” Students worked with a partner moving 
around the game board.  They were to discuss the following scenarios: 

� Multiple Choice Questions 
� “Act It Out” cards 
� “Give an Example”  

 
We concluded the lesson by playing the game “Spin For Friendship.” In small 
groups, children were given a spinner and friendship conversation cards.  
Students spun the spinner and discussed the card that the spinner landed on.   
Here is a list of the conversation cards that you can discuss with your child at 
home. 
 

1) You see a new student in your grade eating lunch alone. What could you 
do? How do you think the student feels? How would you feel? 

2) Name two reasons why a friend is important. 
3) Complete the following statement. “A friend is…” 
4) Tell the group one thing that was difficult for you at the beginning, but 

now is not as difficult for you. What did you learn from this? 
5) A classmate comes over and asks to join in your game.  The other kids you 

are playing with say “No.”  How could you help? How do you think the 
classmate feels?” 

6) Name four things you can do that you feel good about. 
 
This game offered a wonderful opportunity to discuss the important of 
friendship, to practice friendship skills and have fun! Future Guidance lessons will 
touch upon more friendship skills as well!  
 


